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i am not against doubt

i am not here to say stop doubting that truth exists

doubt deeply !

start doubting what you know

begin from what you know…start questioning

great masters never give you answers

they create more and more doubt about what you know

they do not give you answers

they create more and more questions about the answers that you have

all the answers that you have are borrowed

they are filled with lies

but yet you accept those lies comfortably

that my name is alexander and i am born in ukraine

you do not doubt it…do you ?

start doubting what you know

and it will be a beautiful experience

start questioning everything that you know

and by reducing the known slowly slowly slowly

you will be left with nothing in your hand…

no answer to hold on to…

utterly confused the mind will collapse

and the truth will be revealed to you

start doubting

do not worry about whether i doubt my enlightened state

worry that you do not believe that you are enlightened

worry about what you know !

questioner     thank you

hahahaha !

do not thank me so soon

the more you will get to know me you will want to kill me

do not thank me…people like me are very dangerous !

just a simple experiment

you are seeing me here

your right eye links to the left brain

you left eye links to the right brain

you see an image…criss cross

you are not even seeing me straight

right eye is telling this brain something

left eye is telling this brain something     

you are cross eyed…

lose the sense of seeing through the eyes

and perhaps you will still see another universe 

that is not filtered through these eyes

all your five senses are divided in two parts

this duality is the illusion

it says yes…it says no…

it says do…it says do not

are you seeing really what you are seeing ?

perhaps your dreams are more real

question again

i am not going to say that i do not doubt

but i know something that is beyond doubt

the moment i fell into this state…it was a vast black hole

i left my body

i saw my body lying below

and soon i came back

the doctors will say he is hallucinating

he is just on some drug

there is nothing outside this body

there is nothing beyond the mind

there is no soul

where is the soul ? 

show me the soul

it cannot be answered but can be experienced
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